Correspondence and Documents relating to CILEx and GOC - Internal Review

Paul Trummel made this Freedom of Information request to Chartered Institute of Legal Executives

Currently waiting for a response from Chartered Institute of Legal Executives, they must respond promptly and normally no later than 19 September 2016 (details).

Paul Trummel 19 August 2016

Chartered Institute of Legal Executives - Internal Review

Correspondence and documents relating to GOC and appointment of Mandie Lavin to CILEx while still employed by General Optical Council and a description of her relationship as barrister to Samantha Peters, Registrar and Chief Executive at that time during which fraudulent denial of services and due process of law under GOC protocols occurred as a pattern or practice without a hearing and based upon arbitrary decisions on a death or serious injury (DSI) complaint. Also, alleged perversion of the course of justice on all issues described at:


All correspondence between Paul Trummel and responses to which CILEx has applied wilful blindness, particularly the alleged misconduct in public office by Mandie Lavin and Baljeet K Basra. Also, details of the promotion of Basra and other gatekeepers of colour at both CILEx and GOC based upon mutual blackmail and inverse racism to their eventual detriment and against the laws and public interest designed to counter racism.

See issues published at:


Paul Trummel, Professor Emeritus.